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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Plant Lore, Legends, and Lyrics is a study and
encyclopedia of plants with a difference: all flora in this book are paired with the famous myths and
folklore they are associated with. Richard Folkard wrote his unique thesis in order to organize and
present many legends and folk stories with the plants to whom they are associated. The correlations
between the attributes of these old stories, and the plants themselves, are meticulously examined
over the course of sixteen chapters. This book is characterized by a bold eclecticism, wherein flora
in folklore is examined and interpreted from multiple angles. Folkard aptly begins with the Biblical
story of the Garden of Eden, noting how plants acquired significance in mythology during earliest
antiquity. The significance which the ancients applied to the plants they encountered, in particular
the phenomena of the sacred trees and groves, are greatly expounded upon. We are also told how
early naturalists connected certain plants to animals, providing a fertile ground from which mythic
lore could root. Mythic creatures as diverse as wood nymphs, fairies, naiades and witches feature in
Folkard s...
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Reviews
Thorough guideline for publication fanatics. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
delight of reading a created book.
-- Ter r y B a iley
This is basically the best ebook we have study right up until now. it absolutely was writtern very properly and useful. You may like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Cecil Zemla k DVM
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